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BACKGROUND: Obtaining a long jumping distance is necessary in order to succeed among the best competitors in the Nordic combined. The body movement during the take off and early flight is considered to be the most important factor for length of the jump.

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to assess the technique of the start of the early flight phase among three groups of Nordic combined competitors representing different performance levels, and to compare them with a group of ski jumpers.

METHODS: Thirty competitors from both sport disciplines (Nordic combined and ski jumping), who performed ski jumps using an HS–134 m jumping hill during the 2009 Nordic World Ski Championships in Liberec, were divided into three subgroups based on jump length. Two dimensional kinematic data were collected for the lower extremities, the trunk, and the skis of the competitors.

RESULTS: The elite Nordic combined group showed a greater in-run velocity than did the two other performance groups (p < .05). The center of mass of the elite ski jumpers is shifted more forward in the section 0–5 m behind the jumping hill edge in comparison with the elite Nordic combined competitors (p < .05). The mediocre-level ski jumpers exhibited higher knee extension angular velocity in this phase of the jump in comparison with the mediocre-level Nordic combined competitors (p < .05).

CONCLUSIONS: The results indicated that ski jumping competitors took a better aerodynamic position in the section 0–5 m behind the edge of the jumping hill. The Nordic combined competitors used a higher average in run velocity to achieve ski jump length comparable to those of ski jumpers.
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INTRODUCTION

Nordic combined (NC) is a winter sport divided into two portions: ski jumping (SJ) and cross country ski racing, which differ in their optimum biomechanics, physiology, and body parameters (Burke, 2007). There are fewer studies on NC than on SJ, and the scientific literature related to kinematic analyses of basic jump phases in NC is limited (Janura, Lehnert, Elfmark, & Vaverka, 1999). While some studies on NC have been published in the biomechanical literature (Jošt & Pustovrh, 1995), others have been published as part of the literature on muscle physiology and lower limb strength (Bösl, Schwirtz, Rott, & Großgebauer, 2007; Ereline, 2006; Pääsuke, Ereline, & Gapeyeva, 2001).

The body movement of the competitor at the jumping hill edge (take off and early flight) is considered the most important factor for good jump execution (Schwameder, 2008). At the end of the take off, the ski jumper engages in a forward rotating body angular momentum, which serves to retain the necessary velocity and the best initial conditions for execution of the early flight position (Schwameder, Müller, Lindenhofer, DeMonte, Potthast, Brüggemann, Virmavirta, Isolehto, & Komi, 2005).

The kinematics of the execution of the ski jump phases have been analyzed by several investigators. For example, Janura, Elfmark, Seidl, and Vaverka (2001) found that in NC the best juniors compared to the worst juniors had the center of mass (CoM) more forward behind the edge of the hill and took the flight position earlier, with more effective aerodynamic conditions (smaller drag force). Vaverka, Janura, Elfmark, McPherson, and Puumala (1996) determined that there is a small relationship between the take off kinematic parameters and the length of a jump, which contributes to the large differences among the competitors. The investigators found, however, a larger correlation between the measured angular parameters of the trunk and lower extremities and the length of a jump during a flight ($r = .81$). Brüggemann, DeMonte, Komi, Isolehto, Müller, Potthast, Schwameder, and Virmavirta
(2002) found only small differences in competitors’ CoM velocities between the best and poor competitors, but did find statistically significant differences between the above-noted groups in knee angular velocity and somersault angle at take off. Jošt, Čoh, Pustovrh, and Ulaga (2000) concluded that the best SJ s had a large knee angle extension on and behind the hill’s edge as well as a tendency for a more pronounced transfer of the hip and the CoM in the anterior direction.

The high requirements of the body at take off (maximum take off force during a short time period) and the complexity of the movement structure result in a high variability of the execution, not only between groups, but also within groups within given performance levels (Janura, Svoboda, & Uhlář, 2007; Vaverka, Janura, Elfmark, Salinger, & McPherson, 1997). Thus, it is necessary to consider these differences in the comparison of the ski jump execution of the competitors at different performance levels (Arndt, Brügemann, Virmavirta, & Komi, 1995; Schmölzer & Müller, 2005).

The purpose of this study was to assess the execution of the start of the early flight phase in the NC among three groups of competitors, representing different skill levels, and to compare them with a group of ski jumpers.

**METHODS**

A total of 48 male NC competitors jumped off the large HS–134 m hill (starting gate 37) during the 2009 Nordic World Ski Championships in Liberec, the Czech Republic. Of the 48 analyzed competitors, 30 were selected based on the length of the jump (LJ) and were divided into three groups: (1) elite (E; $n = 10$, LJ 121–136 m), (2) mediocre (M; $n = 10$, LJ 114–118 m), and (3) poor (P; $n = 10$, LJ 101–111 m).

In addition, of the 72 male ski jumpers participating on the same jumping hill the day before, 30 were chosen and divided according the same rules into three groups: (1) elite (E; $n = 10$, LJ 128.5–130 m), (2) mediocre (M; $n = 10$, LJ 115.5–117 m), and (3) poor (P; $n = 10$, LJ 97–105.5 m).

Video image data were obtained from two digital video cameras (50 Hz, Sony DCR-TRV 900, Sony, Tokyo, Japan), which were located perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the SJ’s movement at early flight (Fig. 1). Because the conditions on the jumping hill did not facilitate the taking of a three dimensional (3D) measurement, we opted for a 2D kinematic analysis in the sagittal plane. The image space was calibrated by a 1 m arm cross-calibration frame placed in the plane of the movement at the beginning and at the end of the observed section. The length of a recorded sector was 7 m, and the frame had a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, i.e., a shift of the cursor by 1 pixel resulting in a linear resolution of 0.011 m. The accuracy of the body angular values had been quantified in a previous study, in which the magnitude of error for the recorded sector of approximately 1.4 m was .51%, and the absolute error was .22%, respectively (Janura & Vaverka, 1997).

The data were manually digitized (APAS, Ariel Dynamics, Inc., Trabuco Canyon, USA) by an experienced researcher. The origin of the global coordinate system was placed in the middle of the in-run tracks at the jumping hill edge. We assumed a symmetrical jumper’s body position in the sagittal plane. A seven link bilateral model was created based on nine points – the tip and tail of the ski, ankle, knee, hip, top of the head, shoulder, elbow, and wrist. The model included the following segments: foot and shank, thigh, trunk and head, arm, forearm, and jump ski. Data on the segments’ relative mass (Karás, Otáhal, & Sušanka, 1990) were added to the relative mass of the jump skis and ski jumping equipment for the calculation of the CoM.

The average in-run velocities and lengths of jumps were taken from the competitors’ official results (18–8 m before the hill’s edge). The basic angle parameters of the segments with respect to the horizontal were calculated from the coordinates of the selected points on the SJ’s body and the skis in the area 1 m in front of and 6 m behind the jumping hill edge (Fig. 2 shows 0 and 5 m behind the jumping hill edge). The mean joint angular velocity was determined as a ratio of the mean joint angle change and time between the beginning (jumping hill edge) and end (5 m behind the jumping hill edge) of the observed section. The CoM angle was calculated as an angle of the line passing the ankle joint and CoM relative to horizontal.
Two way ANOVA (independent variables are the discipline and performance level) with a Fisher’s post-hoc test were performed (Statistica, Version 8.0, Stat-Soft, Inc., Tulsa, USA). The desired power of the test was .80 (Ellis, 2010) for the differences in the variables noted in the study. P-values of less than .05 were deemed to be significant throughout.

RESULTS

The results of the dependent parameters for the NC and SJ groups in the section from the edge of the jumping hill to 5 m behind the edge are presented in TABLES 1 and 2.

TABLE 1

| Observed parameters of the NC competitors on the edge and 5 m behind the jumping hill edge |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                | ALL    | E      | M      | P      |
| LJ (m)                         | 116.50 ± 7.99 | 126.04 ± 3.88 | 116.55 ± 1.62 | 106.92 ± 3.68 |
| v (m·s⁻¹)                      | 26.48 ± 0.17 | 26.61 ± 0.13 | 26.46 ± 0.17 | 26.37 ± 0.12 |
| ϕ₀ TR (°)                      | 15.05 ± 4.50 | 14.74 ± 2.92 | 15.10 ± 5.99 | 15.31 ± 4.74 |
| ϕ₅ TR (°)                      | 26.35 ± 4.57 | 25.32 ± 3.39 | 25.21 ± 5.24 | 28.51 ± 5.17 |
| ω₁ TR (°·s⁻¹)                  | 57.48 ± 22.48 | 54.15 ± 21.30 | 51.29 ± 22.99 | 67.00 ± 23.94 |
| ϕ₀ TH (°)                      | 102.59 ± 5.14 | 102.42 ± 6.20 | 102.43 ± 3.31 | 102.91 ± 6.40 |
| ϕ₅ TH (°)                      | 59.58 ± 4.86 | 59.93 ± 5.04 | 60.84 ± 4.83 | 57.98 ± 4.82 |
| ω₁ TH (°·s⁻¹)                  | 222.34 ± 34.11 | 217.64 ± 43.45 | 221.41 ± 30.45 | 227.96 ± 17.16 |
| ϕ₀ SH (°)                      | 55.39 ± 4.42 | 55.61 ± 4.41 | 55.13 ± 4.97 | 55.42 ± 4.84 |
| ϕ₅ SH (°)                      | 59.01 ± 4.55 | 60.63 ± 4.09 | 59.29 ± 3.44 | 57.11 ± 6.23 |
| ω₁ SH (°·s⁻¹)                  | 18.51 ± 28.68 | 25.74 ± 30.36 | 21.24 ± 26.34 | 8.54 ± 30.86 |
| ϕ₀ SK (°)                      | 0.58 ± 4.83 | 1.13 ± 3.78 | -0.36 ± 4.54 | 1.2 ± 7.39 |
| ϕ₅ SK (°)                      | 54.64 ± 23.95 | 52.49 ± 19.62 | 59.28 ± 23.10 | 50.45 ± 34.91 |
| ω₁ SK (°·s⁻¹)                  | 60.42 ± 3.38 | 60.30 ± 2.77 | 60.27 ± 4.38 | 60.69 ± 2.91 |
| ϕ₀ CAM (°)                     | 50.88 ± 3.12 | 51.19 ± 3.05 | 51.14 ± 3.05 | 50.32 ± 3.84 |
| ϕ₅ CAM (°)                     | 47.04 ± 17.14 | 46.67 ± 15.17 | 46.43 ± 20.66 | 52.65 ± 15.84 |

Legend: LJ - length of jump, v - in-run velocity, ϕ₀ TR - trunk angle to horizontal, ϕ₅ TR - thigh angle to the horizontal, ϕ₀ SH - shank angle to horizontal, ϕ₅ SH - ski angle to horizontal, ϕ₀ CAM - angle between CoM and ankle connection and horizontal, ω₁ TR - trunk angular velocity, ω₁ TH - thigh angular velocity, ω₁ SH - shank angular velocity, ω₁ SK - ski angular velocity, ω₁ CAM - CoM angular velocity, 0 - jumping hill edge, 5 - m behind the jumping hill edge, E - elite, M - mediocre, P - poor
Comparison of the NC competitors with different performance levels

With the exception of the average in run velocity, we did not find any significant differences among the different level groups. Specifically, group E had a higher average in run velocity than did group P ($p < .01$) or group M ($p < .05$).

Comparison of the NC and SJ competitors

The average in-run velocity was higher in NC group ($p < .01$). The SJ group experienced a smaller shank angle to the horizontal ($p < .05$) at the edge of the hill and a higher knee extension angular velocity ($p < .05$) $5\text{ m}$ behind the edge of the hill when compared to the NC group. A comparison of the observed NC and SJ groups is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

Graphic comparisons of the analyzed groups of NC and SJ competitors at selected points of the analysed area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ (m)</td>
<td>116.26 ± 7.99</td>
<td>130.80 ± 2.15</td>
<td>116.00 ± 0.59</td>
<td>102.00 ± 2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v (m·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>25.68 ± 0.17</td>
<td>25.75 ± 0.10</td>
<td>25.75 ± 0.08</td>
<td>25.64 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{TR}$ 0 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>15.68 ± 4.43</td>
<td>14.94 ± 4.38</td>
<td>15.62 ± 4.89</td>
<td>16.49 ± 4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{TH}$ 5 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>25.11 ± 4.84</td>
<td>24.72 ± 4.65</td>
<td>26.91 ± 5.47</td>
<td>23.71 ± 4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{TR}$ ($^\circ$·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>49.74 ± 28.95</td>
<td>51.64 ± 20.67</td>
<td>59.57 ± 25.79</td>
<td>38.00 ± 36.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{TH}$ 0 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>103.43 ± 5.60</td>
<td>101.46 ± 3.47</td>
<td>105.99 ± 5.15</td>
<td>102.85 ± 7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{TH}$ ($^\circ$·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>234.37 ± 32.18</td>
<td>244.04 ± 29.88</td>
<td>249.61 ± 23.49</td>
<td>209.46 ± 28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{SH}$ 0 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>88.97 ± 5.61</td>
<td>51.45 ± 3.90</td>
<td>52.11 ± 5.19</td>
<td>52.64 ± 4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{SH}$ 5 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>58.22 ± 5.60</td>
<td>56.14 ± 5.56</td>
<td>57.67 ± 4.99</td>
<td>60.85 ± 4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{SH}$ ($^\circ$·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>32.47 ± 31.93</td>
<td>24.83 ± 28.11</td>
<td>29.29 ± 36.59</td>
<td>43.29 ± 30.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{SK}$ 0 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>3.20 ± 4.87</td>
<td>3.63 ± 4.62</td>
<td>1.56 ± 3.99</td>
<td>4.40 ± 5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{SK}$ ($^\circ$·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>46.90 ± 26.42</td>
<td>43.97 ± 25.04</td>
<td>55.44 ± 22.21</td>
<td>41.30 ± 31.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{CAM}$ 0 ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>59.16 ± 3.24</td>
<td>57.87 ± 3.72</td>
<td>59.88 ± 2.41</td>
<td>59.74 ± 3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{CAM}$ ($^\circ$·s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>50.23 ± 4.31</td>
<td>47.50 ± 4.19</td>
<td>50.91 ± 4.03</td>
<td>52.28 ± 3.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: LJ – length of jump, v – in-run velocity, $\varphi_{TR}$ – trunk angle to horizontal, $\varphi_{TH}$ – thigh angle to the horizontal, $\varphi_{SH}$ – shank angle to horizontal, $\varphi_{SK}$ – ski angle to horizontal, $\varphi_{CAM}$ – angle between CoM and ankle connection and horizontal, $\omega_{TR}$ – trunk angular velocity, $\omega_{TH}$ – thigh angular velocity, $\omega_{SH}$ – shank angular velocity, $\omega_{SK}$ – ski angular velocity, $\omega_{CAM}$ – CoM angular velocity, 0 – jumping hill edge, 5 – m behind the jumping hill edge, E – elite, M – mediocre, P – poor
Group E – ski jumpers had a smaller shank angle to the horizontal \( (p < .05) \), smaller CoM angle \( (p < .01) \), and larger magnitude of the knee extension angular velocity characterized by the shift of the thigh anteriorly \( (p < .05) \) in the section 0–5 m behind the edge.

Group M – the SJ group exhibited a faster knee extension angular velocity \( (p < .01) \) in the section between 0 and 5 m behind the hill’s edge.

Group P – the significant differences were not found between NC and SJ groups.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of the NC competitors of different performance levels

With the exception of the magnitude of the in-run velocity, which was larger among the E competitors, we did not find any significant differences in angular and linear parameters. This lack of a significant difference might have been caused by the elite level athletes’ correct in-run body position, which is one of the factors that maximize the in-run velocity (Komi, Nelson, & Pulli, 1974; Vaverka, 1987). The significant influence of the in-run velocity on the length of jump was found in the final round of the 2006 Olympic ski jumping competition in Torino, Italy (Virmavirta, Isolehto, Komi, Schwameder, Pigozzi, & Massazza, 2009). Dissimilarities in the execution of the jump at the early flight phase were found among the jumpers with similar lengths of jumps; therefore, it is necessary to study individual differences within these groups. The correlations between the measured body parameters and the length of each jump suggest the optimal solution for each jumper (Virmavirta, Isolehto, Komi, Brüggemann, Müller, & Schwameder, 2005).

Comparison of the NC competitors and the SJ group

The SJ group had a smaller ankle angle to the horizontal at the jumping hill edge, which might have given the ski jumpers a better body position, minimizing air resistance, for the following rotation and flight body position. This group also exhibited higher explosiveness in the knee joint, supported by the higher knee extension angular velocity 5 m behind the edge of the hill, which is comparable to the findings of Arndt et al. (1995), who reported similar results as measured at the jumping hill edge. Janura et al. (1999), in contrast, conducted a study with the Czech Republic’s teams to compare competitors in different age categories and found that the SJ group had a large ankle angle to the horizontal along with a small knee extension of the angular velocity at the jumping hill edge. Their findings, however, might have been influenced by differences in performance between groups at varying levels.

In run velocity is the key parameter for comparing both ski jumping disciplines. The NC competitors, with high average in run velocities, showed body movement patterns similar to those observed in SJ groups. This higher in-run velocity eliminates differences between both disciplines in training methods and in somatic parameters of competitors.

The fact that the NC competitors had a higher in-run velocity provided them with the potential to jump as far as the SJ group could. Smaller ankle angle to the horizontal by ski jumpers moved the shank more anteriorly and provided the opportunity for a better aerodynamic ski jumping body position. The higher knee extension of the angular velocity executed by the SJ group could have been caused by the fact that ski jumpers concentrate on muscular strength and explosive power training more than Nordic Combined skiers, who focus on endurance training, which decreases muscle explosiveness (Bösl et al., 2007; Shephard & Astrand, 1992; Zatsiorsky, 1995). Therefore, it is necessary to utilize a set of internal pre-conditions for competitors in ski jumping analyses (e.g. anthropometric segment parameters and morphological entries).

Limitations

The ski jump events in NC and SJ were held on different days, but the weather conditions were comparable, i.e., the air temperature (between 1 °C and 2 °C), snow temperature (–8 °C in both events), wind velocity (0.2–2.7 m.s\(^{-1}\) vs. 0.3–2.5 m.s\(^{-1}\)), and wind direction. A possible negative influence of the external conditions was also eliminated by the fact that the competitors, who were, over the long term, characterized by good performance, were excluded from the measurement when they jumped badly.

In run velocity was significantly influenced by a different starting gate in the NC (gate 37) and SJ (gate 24) events.

CONCLUSIONS

- Among the NC groups no significant differences were found, with the exception of the average in run velocity. The in run velocity of the elite competitors was significantly higher than in both other groups.
- Ski jumpers took a better aerodynamic position in Section 0–5 m behind the edge of the jumping hill, characterized by a large shift of the shank and center of mass anteriorly.
- In order to compensate for their muscular power and anthropometric disadvantages, Nordic combined competitors have to use higher in-run velocity to achieve ski jump length comparable to those of ski jumpers.
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Vysoké požadavky na provedení pohybu v odrazové fázi skoku (maximální síla odrazu, extrémně krátký čas realizace) způsobují, při různých antropomotorických parametrech skokanů, vysokou interindividuální variabilitu provedení nejen mezi závodníky s různou výkonností, ale i uvnitř skupin se srovnatelnou délkou skoku.

Cíle: Cílem studie bylo porovnat provedení přechodové fáze skoku mezi skupinami závodníků v severské kombinaci s různou výkonností. Urozsílo rozdíly v provedení této fáze skoku mezi závodníky v severské kombinaci a v severské kombinaci a v seku na lyžích.

Metodika: Odrazová a přechodová fáze skoku na můstku HS–134 m při závodech MS v klasickém lyžování v Liberci v r. 2009 byla zaznamenána s využitím tří kamer (50 Hz). Kamery byly umístěny tak, že jejich optické osy byly kolmé na rovinu pohybu závodníků. Vybrané body na těle a na lyžích závodníků byly vyhodnoceny manuálně. Ze souřadnic těchto bodů jsme určili základní úhlové a rychlostní charakteristiky pro polohu segmentů a lyží. Ze všech startujících závodníků v severské kombinaci jsme vybrali a porovnali skupiny, které dosáhly nejlepší (B), průměrné (M) a nejkratší (P) délky skoku.

Výsledky: Nájezdová rychlost byla při porovnání skupiny závodníků severské kombinace (NC) a skoku na lyžích (SJ) významně vyšší u závodníků NC (p < 0,05). Skupina SJ měla na hrane můstku větší posun těla do předu (p < 0,05). Velikost úhlové rychlosti v kolenním kloubu byla vysší u skupiny SJ (p < 0,05).

Při porovnání skupin nejlepších závodníků v obou disciplínách byl nalezen rozdíl v polozé běrů na hrane můstku i v celém úseku za hranou. Skupina SJ se vyznačovala větším posunem dolních končetin dopředu (hrana, p < 0,05; 5 m za hranou, p < 0,01), úhlová rychlost v kolenním kloubu byla vyšší. V tomto parametru jsme také zjistili rozdíl mezi skupinami závodníků s průměrnou výkonností, s větší úhlovou rychlostí u skupiny SJ (p < 0,05).

Závěry: Závodníci ve skoku na lyžích mají ve sledovaném úseku za hranou můstku výhodnější aerodynamickou polohu těla, s výraznějším posunem těžiště dopředu. Závodníci v severské kombinaci dosahují srovnatelnou délku skoku se skokany na lyžích, při významně vyšší nájezdové rychlosti.

Klíčová slova: biomechanika, skok na lyžích, severská kombinace, sportovní výkon, kinematická analýza.
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